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The aim of this study was to investigate how the activity of cattle under natural

grazing conditions is related to their individual parasite contribution (IPC). Potentially,

the individuals contributing the most to the contamination of the pasture with

gastrointestinal nematodes (GIN) could then be identified and selectively treated

based on sensor data thresholds. A total of 58 steers of the dairy breeds Swedish Red

(SR, n = 19) and Swedish Holstein (SH, n = 39) were used for sensor-based data

collection that lasted for a total of 10 weeks from 4 May to 13 July 2022. All steers

were inoculated with a priming dose of nematode larvae and weighed in

conjunction with the pasture release. The animals were then divided into four

experimental groups and treated with ivermectin (IVM PO, Boehringer Ingelheim,

0.5 mg/kg BW) at different intervals to obtain an exposure contrast (Group A was left

untreated, GroupB/IVMPO-4wwas treated after 4weeks, GroupC/IVMPO-8wwas

treated after 8 weeks, and Group D/IVM PO-4&8w was treated after 4 weeks and

then after 8 weeks). The steers were weighed on four further occasions, during

which faecal samples were also taken for parasite testing. Activity data were

collected using leg-mounted IceQube sensors and body weight data and faecal

samples were collected bi-weekly. The new thresholdmetric (IPC) was proposed for

individuals with different faecal egg count (FEC) levels [NO (no contribution) <20

EPG, LO (low contribution) = 20–150 EPG, ME (medium contribution) = 150–250

EPG, and HI (high contribution) ≥250 EPG] The effects of IPC on activity patterns

were analysed stepwise using a Generalised Estimating Equations model

implemented in Python programming language. Results showed significant effects

of different IPC values onmotion index and number of steps taken (adjusted p-value

of 0.008, 0.018, 0.041, and 0.001 for individuals with NO, LO, ME, and HI IPC values,
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respectively). There were some breed effects on the average number of steps and

minutes spent lying. The results also provide alternative threshold methods aimed at

finding more sustainable ways of using anthelmintics and integrating individual data

into future parasite control strategies.
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1 Introduction

Infections with gastrointestinal nematodes (GIN) are among

the most common and most debilitating production-limiting

diseases in grazing animals worldwide (Vande Velde et al., 2018;

Charlier et al., 2020a). In temperate climates, Ostertagia ostertagi

and Cooperia oncophora are the main causes of subclinical

production losses in cattle (Charlier et al., 2020a). However, the

overall intensity and thus the impact of GIN infections vary

depending on the climate, management, and host age (Sabatini

et al., 2023). It is therefore of great importance to predict the extent

of pasture contamination and take this into account in parasite

control strategies (Vineer et al., 2020). As GIN infections are

recurrent in pastures, a comprehensive understanding of disease

progression is required to design effective treatment plans that

ideally address the needs of individual animals rather than working

at a group level (McFarland et al., 2022).

To promote sustainable pasture-based production and reduce

the risk of anthelmintic resistance (AR), it has been suggested that

farmers should minimise the use of anthelmintics and instead

implement targeted selective treatments (TSTs), where only

individual animals within a group are treated based on indicators

such as faecal egg count (FEC) or weight gain (Charlier et al., 2014a;

Fan et al., 2022). An essential prerequisite for an effective TST and

the timely use of anthelmintics is a deeper understanding of the

epidemiology of GIN infections in the individual climate zones and

reliable methods for their modelling are an essential prerequisite for

an effective TST and the timely use of anthelmintics. However, the

complexity of natural pasture management systems makes it

difficult to simulate the development and progression of GIN

infections on farms in different regions (McFarland et al., 2022;

Filipe et al., 2023). More data are also needed on disease dynamics

and progression in different genotypes when naturally exposed to

localised GIN infections (Högberg et al., 2019).

Reliable modelling and diagnosis of GIN infections during the

grazing season requires comparable measurements of GIN exposure

levels. According to Michel (1969), FEC values are not very reliable

as a single threshold for measuring infection levels as they do not

reflect the individual clinical condition of the animal (Charlier et al.,

2023). This is because animals develop immunity over the course of

the grazing season, meaning that the correlation between FEC
02
values and actual infection rates becomes weaker the longer

animals remain on pasture (Forbes et al., 2017). However, before

immunity gradually sets in, animals shedding large numbers of

nematode eggs are likely to be susceptible and contribute more to

pasture contamination. The development of effective prevention

and TST strategies that could mitigate the potential risks of GIN

infections therefore depends on the early detection of these animals

(Berk et al., 2016; Sabatini et al., 2023). This emphasises the need to

develop new diagnostic tools to identify such individuals and track

changes in their clinical condition.

Recent advances in machine learning (ML) have led to

numerous developments suitable for sensor-based diagnosis of

GIN infections (Ikurior et al., 2020; Högberg et al., 2021). The

continuity of data streams and the level of detail offered by modern

sensors can provide meaningful insights into changes between

individuals and groups that go beyond pure pathophysiology (Fan

et al., 2022). Such models could contribute to a more thorough

analysis of the seasonal patterns of GIN infections and simulate the

effects and relationships between different levels of GIN exposure

and the required treatments. However, to date, most ML models do

not address the general population dynamics associated with GIN

infections. Such models also rarely consider pasture management

and the effects associated with host–parasite interactions

(Sauermann and Leathwick, 2018). Although studies have shown

variability in overall GIN susceptibility and performance levels

based on genetic traits (Höglund et al., 2018), there is still a gap

in scientific knowledge about the effects on host grazing behaviour.

As animals with different parasite burdens differ in metabolism, this

is expected to have measurable effects on overall activity and time

budget (Charlier et al., 2009; Charlier et al., 2020b). Högberg et al.

(2021) showed that growing cattle that were moderately exposed to

GIN had an increased lying time in the first part of the grazing

season, while their activity increased in the later parts compared to

treated animals.

To this day, the use of longitudinal studies is a cornerstone of

both clinical trials and observational research projects in various

disciplines. These study designs are uniquely poised for inter-

individual variance and intra-subject temporal fluctuations, and

facilitate the investigation of complex biological, psychological, and

behavioural dynamics (Crouchley and Davies, 1999). It should be

noted, however, that the repeated measures characteristic of these
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studies result in temporally correlated responses. Consequently,

standard statistical models normally used to interpret cross-

sectional data interpretation may be inappropriate for analysing

longitudinal data (Zhang et al., 2012).

The aim of this study was to investigate how sensor-based host

activity data relate to the contribution to pasture parasite

contamination by different individuals during the course of GIN

infection in cattle under natural grazing conditions. By establishing

reliable thresholds, the individuals that contribute the most can be

targeted and selectively treated with an effective anthelmintic.
2 Materials and methods

The study was conducted at SLU Götala Beef and Lamb

Research Centre, Skara, Sweden, in the summer of 2022 with

sensor-based data collection corresponding to a total of 10 weeks

from 4 May until 13 July.
2.1 Animals

Bull calves of the dairy breeds Swedish Red (SR) and Swedish

Holstein (SH) were purchased from commercial herds and

delivered to the SLU Götala Beef and Lamb Research Centre in

autumn 2021. The bull calves were between 2.5 and 4.5 months old

at the time of delivery and were castrated shortly afterwards (from

here on called steers). The animals were housed in group pens and

fed a mixed total ration consisting of grass/clover silage, rolled

barley, and cold-pressed rapeseed cake. In addition, they received

100 g per animal and day of a vitaminised mineral supplement. The

mixed feed was continuously adjusted at intervals of 76–125 kg,

126–175 kg, 176–225 kg, 225–275 kg, and 275–375 kg body weight.

A total of 59 animals were selected for the study. One of the steers

died suddenly on pasture within 3 days of the start of the trial; thus,

58 animals were included in the final analysis. The animals had free

access to fresh water, salt, and minerals throughout the grazing

period. During the first 2 weeks on pasture, they were also offered

additional grass/clover silage as the availability of pasture herbage

was scarce. Daily focal observations were carried out throughout the

study period to ensure that all sensors were switched on and that no

animal showed signs of disease or visual trauma.
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2.2 Experimental groups

The study included four groups of grazing steers. Before being

released to pasture, the animals were randomly assigned to specific

treatment groups that were balanced for age, breed, and weight by a

one-way ANOVA, with a p-value of 0.95. Each group was released

into one of four enclosures representing parts of a larger

grazing area.

To investigate the dynamics of GIN infections at the population

level during the normal grazing season, steers were treated with

ivermectin (IVM PO, Boehringer Ingelheim, 0.5 mg/kg body

weight) at different intervals to obtain an exposure contrast. A

detailed description of the experimental groups can be found

in Table 1.
2.3 Pasture conditions

The pasture consisted of permanent semi-natural grassland,

with each of the four enclosures measuring 7–10 hectares. The

grassland was naturally contaminated with nematodes from the

previous grazing season. The four enclosures were relatively similar

to each other and consisted of approximately 20% dry, 60% mesic,

and 20% wet areas. They were predominately open, but also

contained small areas with deciduous trees. The predominant

sward consisted mainly of Deschampsia cespitosa (tufted

hairgrass), but Festuca rubra (red fescue) was also strongly

represented. Pasture herbage availability was similar in the four

enclosures, averaging 5.6–7.3 cm across the experimental period

and 5.5–6.9 cm across the entire grazing period. The concentration

of crude protein in grass samples was 115–132 g, neutral detergent

fibre was 533–580 g, and metabolisable energy was 8.6–9.3

megajoule per kg of dry matter across the grazing period.
2.4 Individual activity data

One day before release to pasture, the steers were fitted with 3D

accelerometers (IceQube, IceRobotics Ltd, Edinburgh, UK), which

were attached to the left hind leg and secured with Velcro strap. The

IceQube device had a sampling frequency of 4 Hz and a sample

resolution of 15 min, providing data on the following activity states:
TABLE 1 Experimental groups of dairy steers with intended treatments.

Experimental
group

Number
of individuals

GIN status
(oral inoculation upon release

on pasture)

Deworming
strategy

Initial
body weight

A. Untreated 15

O. ostertagi and C. oncophora (1:1, 5,000–10,000)

No treatment 274 ± 46 kg

B. IVM PO-4w 18 After 4 weeks 272 ± 49 kg

C. IVM PO-8w 18 After 8 weeks 274 ± 47 kg

D. IVM PO-4&8w 10 Every 4th week 277 ± 52 kg
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number of steps taken, minutes standing/lying, number of lying

bouts, and motion index (aggregated value including number of

steps taken, lying and standing times, and transition between these

two states). The internal memory of the IceQube devices allowed

continuous data storage for up to 9 days, after which the data were

overwritten. Data collection took place at regular weekly intervals,

with the animals being moved in groups to a secluded area for visual

inspection, weighing, and additional sampling if required. During

the first week of the trial, the data-collection system malfunctioned,

resulting in only 9 weeks of reliable data being included in the

final analysis.
2.5 Parasitology and weighing

All animals were weighed twice on a digital scale before turnout

to pasture and then every second week during the trial period

ending with the double weighing at the end of the trial. A further

double weighing was carried out for all animals at the end of the

grazing season. At each weighing, rectal faecal samples were

collected and analysed for FEC using a modified McMaster

method with a diagnostic sensitivity of ≥20 eggs per gram. In

addition, pooled larval cultures were prepared for each

experimental group based on 5 g of faeces per animal at the same

intervals as the individual samples. After harvesting using the Petri

dish method (Elmahalawy et al., 2018), larvae were concentrated

and stored in separate Eppendorf tubes. Total DNA was extracted

using the Nucleospin DNA tissue kit (Macherey-Nagel) according

to the manufacturer’s protocol. Finally, the proportions of

Ostertagia and Cooperia DNA copies located in the internal

transcribed spacer region 2 (ITS2) of the ribosomal RNA gene

array were determined using a digital droplet PCR (Bio-Rad) in a

discrimination assay based on a single universal primer pair and

two competing hydrolysis probes. Full details can be found in

Baltrusǐs et al. (2019).
2.6 Data curation

2.6.1 Initial data pre-processing
All data from the IceQube sensors were collected using

IceReader software and then exported to csv format. Initial data

cleaning and exploratory data analysis (EDA) was performed using

the following libraries: pandas, seaborn, researchpy, statsmodels,

and pingouin, written in the Python programming language. The

data were checked and corrected for missing values and

inconsistencies and aligned using timestamps so that each activity

data entry had the same start/end time. The raw IceReader data

were aggregated for each individual animal to achieve a weekly

resolution. One of the steps in the aggregation process involved

calculating additional features/characteristics such as sum, mean,

min, max, median, standard deviation, variance, and mean absolute

deviation for the following variables: Motion Index, Steps, Minutes

standing, Minutes lying, Lying bouts, Weight, and FEC.
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2.6.2 Definition of individual parasite
contribution levels

The dynamic nature and complexity of GIN infections and the

physiological response of individual animals to parasite infections

make disease modelling difficult (Forbes, 2017). Firstly, different

animals within a grazing group have different susceptibility and

resilience to GIN infections. Secondly, the same animal may

change its health status several times during the grazing season,

and such a transition could be influenced by several independent

factors. To allow an in-depth analysis and comparison of the

different animals contributing to GIN pasture contamination, the

animals were divided into four arbitrary categories: (1) animals

with an FEC value of <20 were considered to contribute little to

pasture contamination (NO), (2) animals with FEC values of 20–

150 were classified as low contributors (LO), (3) animals with FEC

values of 150–250 were classified as medium contributors (ME),

and (4) those with FEC values >250 were classified as high

contributors (HI).
2.7 Statistical analysis

The assumptions of variance homoscedasticity of normality of

the data were tested by Shapiro–Wilk Bartlett/Levene tests from the

pingouin package in Python and by inspection of the residual plots.

Differences in activity and whether they were influenced by IPC

levels and breed were analysed using the Generalised Estimating

Equations (GEE) model within the statsmodels package in Python.

Pairwise comparisons were examined using the Games Howell

post-hoc procedure for non-normally distributed data with

unequal sample sizes.

Common methods that have been adapted for longitudinal

data include the GEE and the Generalised Linear Mixed-Effects

Model (GLMM). While the GLMM directly models the intra-

subject correlation by including random effects, the GEE

developed by Liang and Zeger (1986) offers an indirect

consideration of these correlations via sandwich-type variance

estimates. Furthermore, the GLMM modality prescribes specific

distributions for both the random effect (commonly assumed to be

normal) and the sampling variability, making the inferences

susceptible to deviations from these stipulated assumptions.

Theoretically and practically, GEE is an attractive option for

evaluating adherence data from GIN studies where varying

sample size and greater individual variability could affect the

robustness of potential model results/outcome. At a theoretical

level, classical longitudinal regression maximises statistical power

by adjusting standard errors and p-values for correlated outcomes,

while additional robust estimation accounts for the features of

fractional data that lead to inefficient estimates of the

standard error.

To account for all potential effects of different correlation

matrices and distribution parameters on the outcome of the

statsmodels implementation of GEE, multigrid testing was

performed using scikit-learn Python library. The model results
frontiersin.org
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(fitted p-values and confidence intervals) and the skewness and

kurtosis of the data were examined and compared. The final GEE

model had the following parameters: Poisson family to account for

distribution within clusters and independent covariate structure for

correlation between and within subjects.
3 Results

3.1 Faecal egg counts and intra-
individual differences

The measurements from the first weeks of the experimental

period (up until week 4) were excluded since the FEC values were

below the egg detection limit. The FEC values (weeks 4–10) were as

follows for groups A, B, C and D, respectively: 232 ± 359, 226 ± 230,

95 ± 156, and 136 ± 165. The maximum number of eggs in each

group was 1,600, 1,040, 940, and 600, respectively.

There were no significant differences in FEC values between

groups throughout the experimental period. As can be seen in

Figure 1, large intra-group differences and low treatment efficacy

were observed in the Cooperia population, which affected the effects

of the intended treatments. The further individual differences

between the experimental groups across all weeks on pasture

using the IPC thresholds are shown in Figure 2. The differences

between the two breeds in terms of susceptibility to GIN are

illustrated in Figure 3 by plotting the proportion of animals at

each IPC level per breed per week, starting from week 4 when the

first positive FEC results were obtained.
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3.2 Body weight changes at different
individual parasite contribution levels

The IPC levels had no significant influence on the average body

weight during the experimental period. However, in a pairwise

weekly comparison between animals with different IPC levels, there

were statistically significant differences in weeks 8 and 9 of the trial

(Figure 4). The average body weight at week 8 differed between

individuals with NO and LO (p = 0.006): 351 kg vs. 305 kg, and

between NO and ME (p = 0.004) 351 kg vs. 286 kg. The average

body weight at week 9 differed between individuals with NO and LO

(p = 0.008): 365 kg vs. 321 kg, and between NO and ME (p = 0.009):

365 kg vs. 303 kg.
3.3 Activity patterns in steers with different
individual parasite contribution levels

The general effect of individual parasite contribution (IPC) levels

on activity patterns was significant regarding motion index for the

NO and LO steers and regarding number of steps for LO and ME

steers (Table 2). Duration of lying and standing was not affected by

the IPC levels. The total number of occurrences for each IPC level

throughout the entire experimental period was as follows (note that

individual steers could transition between different IPC levels as GIN

infection progresses): NO = 53, LO = 159, ME = 46, and HI = 82.

The pairwise motion index comparison between animals at

different IPC levels showed that NO animals moved significantly

more (p = 0.000001) through the entire experimental period,

especially in comparison to individuals at the HI IPC level: 15,845

vs. 14,160. The weekly variation in average motion index is shown

in Figure 5 with the most pronounced IPC/GIN influence during

weeks 4 (p = 0.001) and 5 (p = 0.01).

Regarding the number of steps, the pairwise comparison

between animals at different IPC levels showed that individuals at

the NO IPC level walked slightly more than those at the LO level

(p = 0.03, 4,116 steps vs. 3,965 steps). Weekly differences in number

of steps walked were most pronounced at week 7 (p = 0.03). There

was a breed effect on the number of steps (p = 0.03) with Swedish

Red (SR) steers taking more steps (4,148 steps) than SH steers

(3,937 steps) (Figure 6).

While there were no significant differences in terms of minutes

spent lying down, a significant effect of breed (p = 0.006) was found

on average and maximum weekly lying time, with individuals of SH

breed averaging 683 min and a maximum of 771 min compared to

individuals of the SR breed averaging 663 min and a maximum

of 752 min.
4 Discussion

In this study, we embarked on a novel investigation aimed at

enhancing the monitoring of GIN infections in cattle during their

first grazing season. This was achieved by using activity sensors to

estimate the IPC levels of each animal to pasture contamination.
FIGURE 1

Weekly results of laboratory analysis of faecal samples from four
experimental groups of grazing dairy steers; untreated with
anthelmintics (Untreated) and treated after 4 weeks (IVM PO-4w), 8
weeks (IVM PO-8w), or both 4 and 8 weeks (IVM PO-4&8w) on
pasture. Values displayed are mean eggs per gram (EPG) counts with
standard deviation for Ostertagia and Cooperia populations.
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FIGURE 3

Weekly individual parasite contribution (IPC) distribution in % between two breeds (Swedish Holstein and Swedish Red) of grazing dairy steers
through a 10-week experimental period.
FIGURE 4

Weekly average body weight in kg for grazing dairy steers with different IPC levels (NO is no, LO is low, ME is medium, and HI is high contribution).
The dashed line indicates the average body weight in kg for the entire 10-week experimental period.
FIGURE 2

Total number of occurrences for different IPC levels (NO is no, LO is low, ME is medium, and HI is high contribution) across four experimental
groups (Untreated, IVMPO-4w, IVMPO-8w, and IVMPO-4&8w) of grazing dairy steers through a 10-week experimental period.
Frontiers in Animal Science frontiersin.org06
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This method diverges from traditional static assessments of GIN

infections, which typically compare individuals from distinct

exposure groups. Our approach acknowledges the dynamic nature

of behavioural responses to GIN exposure, a significant departure

from conventional methods that often rely on FECs, which, as

highlighted by Sonstegard and Gasbarre (2001) and Forbes, (2017),

become overly complex and costly in commercial settings (Charlier

et al., 2014b). A critical aspect of addressing the issue of early

intervention involves identifying and targeting the individuals

within a herd that contribute disproportionately to pasture

contamination, often referred to as “supershedders” or “high

shedders”. These individuals, although a minority within the

population, are responsible for a significant portion of the

environmental egg load, driving the transmission dynamics of
Frontiers in Animal Science 07
GIN infections. Identifying these high-shedding individuals is

pivotal in implementing TST protocols, thereby reducing the

selection pressure for AR. Despite the efficacy of strategic

repeated deworming, this approach bears the risk of fostering AR,

a concern corroborated by findings of resistance in parasites like

Cooperia oncophora to ivermectin in Sweden (Areskog et al., 2013;

Areskog et al., 2014). The emerging issue of AR across Europe (Rose

Vineer et al., 2020) necessitates innovative measures to mitigate

these risks, prompting the consideration of targeted TST strategies.

TST, which involves treating animals based on their contribution to

pasture contamination and the individual risk for affected

performance/health, offers a sustainable alternative to preserve the

efficacy of anthelmintics while minimizing the risk of resistance

development (Kenyon and Jackson, 2012; Charlier et al., 2014a).
TABLE 2 The effect of individual parasite contribution (IPC) levels on activity patterns in grazing dairy steers (NO is no, LO is low, ME is medium, and
HI is high IPC) throughout the entire experimental period.

Activity variable
Effect of individual parasite contribution level

IPC b-coeff Std error p >|z| CI [0.025, 0.975]

Motion index
NO 0.0864 0.033 0.008 0.022, 0.151

LO 0.0462 0.019 0.018 0.008, 0.084

Steps
LO 0.0490 0.024 0.041 0.002, 0.096

ME 0.0384 0.012 0.001 0.015, 0.062
The values presented are the adjusted p-value, beta coefficient, standard error, and 95% confidence interval produced by the GEE model.
FIGURE 5

Weekly average motion index for grazing dairy steers with different IPC levels (NO is no, LO is low, ME is medium, and HI is high contribution). The
dashed line indicates the average Motion Index across the entire 10-week experimental period.
FIGURE 6

Weekly average number of steps taken by grazing steers of different breeds (Swedish Holstein, SH, and Swedish Red, SR) with different IPC levels
(NO is no, LO is low, ME is medium, and HI is high contribution). The dashed line indicates the average number of steps taken by each breed
subgroup of the total 10-week experimental period.
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In this way, the TST helps to reduce the overall need and cost of

anthelmintics, as treatment is evidence-based and needs-orientated.

The importance of devising effective strategies to protect cattle

from GIN infections during their first grazing season is underscored

by several Swedish trials (Dimander et al., 2003; Larsson et al., 2007;

Höglund et al., 2013), which demonstrated the potential for

increased production indicated by higher weight gains. While the

findings from our study indicated that IPC levels did not

significantly influence average body weight overall, significant

weight differences were observed in weeks 8 and 9 among animals

with different IPC levels. The significant weight differences based on

IPC levels in later weeks of the grazing season could indicate a

delayed impact of GIN infection on animal growth, warranting

further investigation into the timing and duration of treatment

interventions. Furthermore, it is crucial to consider the different

genetic backgrounds of cattle on pasture, with breed differences

potentially influencing the results of studies such as ours. Studies

have shown that certain breeds, such as the African N’Dama and the

European Holstein, exhibit markedly different responses to GIN

challenges, attributed to genetic differences that affect their immune

system’s ability to combat parasitic infections. For instance, the

N’Dama cattle, adapted to harsh environments with high parasite

loads, have developed a degree of natural resistance to certain GIN

species, likely due to a combination of genetic traits that enhance

their immune response (Baker et al., 1999). Conversely, highly

productive breeds like the Holstein may be more susceptible due to

selective breeding for traits unrelated to parasite resistance.

Understanding these genetic underpinnings is essential for

developing breeding programs aimed at enhancing GIN

resistance, thereby reducing reliance on anthelmintics and

mitigating the risk of drug resistance. Genomic studies offer

promising insights into the specific genes and pathways involved

in mediating resistance or susceptibility, paving the way for targeted

genetic selection and the development of more resilient cattle

populations (Stear and Murray, 1994). There are studies that

further point to changes in sickness behaviour and how different

breeds of cattle perform in terms of production performance,

fertility, and resilience to diseases (Clasen et al., 2019; Pipino

et al., 2023). Whilst we could not identify a clear pattern

comparing the breeds present in our trial in terms of prominent

behavioural changes under GIN stress, there were some interesting

trends that are worth investigating further. For example, we found

that there was a clear difference between the SH and SR breeds when

looking at the number of individuals at each IPC level and the

possible transition between different clinical states during the trial.

We also found when comparing SH and SR steers in our trial that

some potential indicators of sickness behavior differed from week to

week throughout the grazing season (e.g., activity index, number of

steps, and even body weight gain). We should, however, mention

that we did not include external factors such as precipitation,

temperature fluctuations, and relative humidity in this particular

study, which could have provided deeper insight into

potential differences.

Recent advancements in technology, particularly the development

of sensors and wearable devices, offer promising avenues for early

diagnostics of GIN infections. Furthermore, the integration of sensor
Frontiers in Animal Science 08
data with predictive modeling offers a novel approach to understanding

and forecasting the progression of GIN infections throughout the

grazing season. Such models can incorporate environmental variables,

host immunity, and grazing management practices to predict infection

dynamics, enabling timely and precise interventions. The study by

Filipe et al. (2023) investigating the new modelling approach for

nematode infections could potentially support the IPC threshold

spread observed in our experiment. Their model assumes that an

intermediate AH-treatment interval after the start of grazing (either 0,

4, or 8 weeks after turnout on pasture) is optimal and should lead to

increased cumulative body weight gain while reducing the cumulative

parasite load in the host. This could subsequently reduce the potential

risk of production deficits and clinical pathologies. Conversely,

immediate treatment (coinciding with turnout) delays the onset of

infection and the buildup of immunity. This could lead to a higher

overall GIN load compared to later treatment and thus to significant

contamination with larvae at the end of the grazing season. The IPC

thresholds proposed in our experiment, supported by changes in

activity data, could complement the idea proposed by Filipe et al.

(2023) and address the idea of tracking the individual animals that

potentially contribute themost to pasture contamination. Although it is

problematic to know how the clinical impact of GIN infection will

evolve in each individual animal with our current approach, it is crucial

to find new indicators for TST strategies. The thresholds in the study

were arbitrarily chosen and could be explored further. Although

optimal values for FEC thresholds remain unclear and few are

quantitatively validated to be used for treatment purposes, we

recognise that the approach used in this study is aimed at assessing

grazing risk rather than reducing animal performance. Nonetheless, an

important aspect of data-driven decision-making regarding GIN

infections is that the new thresholds could potentially allow the

integration of near-individualised data into standard operating

procedures for pasture management and treatment and

control strategies.

Our study was not without limitations. First and foremost, the

duration of the trial period during which activity-based data were

collected was insufficient to model the long-term effects of GIN

infections in cattle during their first grazing season. One of the

logical next steps in such experiments is to place the activity and

treatment data in a broader temporal context that allows the

investigation of additional features that can be used to develop

better classification models for early diagnosis. This would also

include a larger number of individuals with different genetic

backgrounds to further investigate the influence of breed on the

progression of GIN infection and its clinical impact.

Secondly, with regard to pasture contamination, it is crucial to

consider the composition of nematode species in relation to the

pathogenicity of the host. The species composition in this study was

based on back calculations from pooled group samples. This limits

the ability to include individual variation in the analysis. Future

studies should consider the inclusion of individual composition

data and evaluate possible differences in the contribution of parasite

transmission in relation to host pathogenicity.

In conclusion, this study pioneers a novel method for

monitoring the contribution of individual cattle to pasture

contamination, in contrast to host performance, through the use
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of on-animal sensors, revealing variability in activity patterns

among steers in their first grazing season. The findings propose

innovative threshold methods for more sustainable anthelmintic

usage, integrating individual activity data into future parasite

management strategies. This approach not only paves the way for

TST strategies but also emphasises the need for further investigation

into individual variation in GIN infections. The study underscores

the importance of incorporating individual-level data into broader

pasture management and anthelmintic treatment plans, marking a

significant step towards more precise and sustainable parasite

control in cattle.
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